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	 Digital Modulators for Broadcast
	 MPEG generators
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	 DTTV Combiners / Amplifiers
	 DTTV Encoders modulators
	 DTTV IP Streamers
	 DTTV Modulators
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	 Variable DC power supplies
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                    AF-004: Alcohol cleaning wipes

                    100% free of water. They remove dust, oil and pollutants leaving no residue on the fibre. They have no lint and they do not leak.
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                                    Specifications 
                            
	
                                
                                    Interesting links
                            


                    
                        
                            
                                They are designed specifically for cleaning the fibre end-faces or connectors in order to maximize the performance of light transport. They remove any dust, oil and pollutants leaving no residue on the fibre. Using these towels it is unnecessary to transport liquid alcohol, which can always be dangerous.

A key feature is these towels are 100% free of water; the water is an element to avoid while cleaning fibre optics. Towels come in sealed bags, so they can withstand the test of time until they are used. They leave no lint.

They contain the exact amount of alcohol: do not leak or expel an excess of steam.
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                	
										      	INCLUDED IN KIT OP-040B	Fusion kit extension
Isopropyl alcohol cleaning wipes, disposal unit, scissors, connector cleaner, prepolished connectors, mechanical splicer, VFL, suitcase 



										   
	
										      	INCLUDED IN KIT PL-10B	Connecting kit
Cleaver, stripper, isopropyl alcohol cleaning wipes, disposal unit, scissors, connector cleaner, prepolished connectors, mechanical splicer, VFL, suitcase



										   
	
										      	AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE ACCESORY?	Yes
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                                                        How to fusion splice two optical fibers                                                    
	
                                                        What do PON, GPON, XG-PON, 10G-EPON stand for? Which analyzers are compatible with them?                                                    
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Subscribe to our e-News

Special offers, promotions and new product information only for you.
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     PROMAX TEST & MEASUREMENT, SLU © 
We are manufacturers of telecommunication instrumentation and professional electronics equipment with over 50 years of experience in this sector.


        

     	Telephone:   (+34) 931 847 700
	Email: promax@promax.es
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     	Corporate information
	Where we are
	Technical assistance
	Manufacturing services
	Design and R+D services
	PROMAX History
	Museum of PROMAX equipment
	Contact PROMAX


    

   

   
   

   
   
    
     E-news

     Free subscription to PROMAX e-News. Receive in your email account the news about our products.
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